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foreword

To love. To be loved. To never forget your own insignificance. To never 
get used to the unspeakable violence and the vulgar disparity of life 
around you. To seek joy in the saddest places. To pursue beauty to 
its lair. To never simplify what is complicated or complicate what is 
simple. To respect strength, never power. Above all, to watch. To try 
and understand. To never look away. And never, never, to forget. 
– Arundhati Roy, The Cost of Living 

The book you now hold in your hands is a curious object. I know 
this to be true because I was there from the beginning. And in 
this particular beginning – at least the way Julie tells it – I was on 
the other end of the phone; she in Kingston, and I on a payphone 
in the basement of Library and Archives Canada. Having recently 
seen Peter Blow’s documentary Village of Widows, I had become 
obsessed by a piece of “marginal Canadian history” that was at 
the time almost completely unknown. This film revealed a long 
and painful story beginning with a uranium mine known to some 
as Port Radium in the far North of Canada. This material moved 
over lake, portage and river to the railhead in northern Alberta to 
a uranium processing plant in Port Hope, Ontario – the “Town 
that Radiates Friendliness” – and into the maw of the Manhattan 
Project and its horrific culmination in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 
The documentary then returns to the community of Déline on 
Great Bear Lake, the “Village of Widows.” As I stood there on the 
payphone, I was trying to persuade my new friend and colleague 
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that these were stories we needed to understand, to work with and 
to tell. Stories from the highway of the atom, as we would call it – 
of apologies and the Dene, of myths and secrets, of monuments 
and archives, all circling around Canada’s involvement in the great 
atlas of calamity that was the twentieth century’s history with the 
atom. I knew full well that I needed to be more than one, but less 
than a crowd – I needed a companion. Somehow, she agreed. And 
so it was that we set out on the atomic highway.

From the beginning we had thought we would write a book 
together, but our collaboration was to take us in other directions. 
And indeed, our collaboration was itself rather unusual. A kind of 
parallel play, as instructional books on parenting might put it, but 
this is not exactly right. While it is true that we have never writ-
ten this book we imagined – although I suspect we will – what we 
have done is invent a kind of research and field practice where we 
travel and talk and take notes. And listen. We began to give public 
readings together, choreographing our words into dialogues. Now 
when I speak to an audience alone, sometimes when I reach the 
end of a thought or a passage, I find myself pausing, waiting for 
the sound of Julie’s voice. What would she say here? 

I think we have become witnesses . . . for each other. 
I guess the thing that has bound us together, in addition to the 

generosity and respect that arose from our friendship-research 
methods, is the growing archive of our experiences doing this 
work – the stories, the documents, the images and places. But all 
of these things, shared though they were, managed to provoke 
quite different responses from each of us. I found myself writing 
a somewhat unconventional academic book, The Highway of the 
Atom, while Julie spent nearly a decade writing a clown opera, 
Shelter, and now this book. Julie’s footprints are everywhere in my 
book, though I rarely mention her by name. On the other hand, 
my name – just a footprint by other means – is everywhere in this 
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book. It is a strange and disembodied feeling to read about this 
character called “Peter.”

Julie calls this book an atomic memoir. But also lines of flight. 
This, to my academic ear, signals more than the promise of a mul-
titude of stories, of a narrative in flight. In this I hear whispers of 
the work of the great Parisian storytellers Deleuze and Guattari 
– lignes de fuite. Sometimes this is translated as lines of escape, but 
the important thing is that it calls forth a very different range of 
meanings from the English sense of the word flight. In addition to 
flying or evading, it evokes the sense of leaking or receding into 
the distance, as with a vanishing point in a distant landscape. To 
write, they say, “is to trace lines of flight which are not imaginary, 
and which one is indeed forced to follow, because in reality writing 
involves us there, draws us in there. To write is to become.” Lines 
of Flight suggests then many possible routes and becomings: ap-
proaches, encounters, leading outward, shifting, sometimes askew, 
receding into a landscape, leaking. 

Memoir, on the other hand, while also lifted from the French, 
draws us into a very different set of movements and routes moving 
backwards through time. Irradiated and unstable, this memoir is a 
complex piece of recollection and testimony. To read it is to under-
stand how memory itself is as much aligned with painting as with 
digging. It is itinerant and peripatetic, moving and creating, connect-
ing and composing, gathering and, above all, gleaning. Picking up 
the bits. Seeking the remains – the phantoms that secretly animate 
our lives and families; the traumas that bind us to our work and 
the worlds we inhabit; and all the invisible routes through which 
the atomic age becomes intelligible (could this possibly be the 
right word?) as a way of life. Our life.

This book that you now hold in your hands rises up against 
the bewilderments of time and its oblivions, and against all of the 
culturally ratified modes of false memory that threaten to foreclose 
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thought and understanding, forgiveness and justice. Lines of Flight 
is an ecology of moments arrested, moments stilled against the 
backdrop of a world in turmoil. Through a mode of poetic atten-
tion, it patiently attends to the silences and gaps. As Don McKay 
has put it, “some ideas” – or stories, or songs, I would add – “have 
deep resonance; they reach back into the memory to bring glim-
merings, premonitions, intimations into sudden clarity, as though, 
with their own entry into consciousness, they had simply supplied 
the candlepower to actually light the bulb.” 

This book knows that “genuine memory must . . . yield an image 
of the person who remembers.” It is wise and risky, filled with ravens 
and sunlight, ghosts and tall tales. It is a guidebook for life in the 
twenty-first century, an atlas of the wondrous and the wounded. 
It is also an exercise in a kind of writing that seeks a form equal 
to the freight of its stories. No easy task. Drawing a line from the 
brittle kitchens of youth, through the Cold War’s reverberations 
in Canada, to the toxic legacies of the long and convoluted atomic 
highway, it gathers together the victims and perpetrators, archives 
and stories, seeking sites of resonance and affinity, exposure and 
vulnerability. The author is a shape-shifter: a playwright, a drama-
tist and artisanal storyteller. A trickster, a tourist and ethnographer. 
A philosopher and (or because) a clown. 

All of this is here, in the now, in this careful writing. Through 
it we find the enigmatic projection of a life – the image of a ques-
tioned life.

Peter C. van Wyck
Montréal
June 2016
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one

I grew up listening to other people’s secrets. Vicarious suffering 
helped me weep. Joseph Campbell says to “follow your bliss,” and 
while others respond by pursuing love or fulfillment, I’m drawn 
to tragedy and the fault lines in the psyche of a culture – the se-
crets that fester within families, leak quietly into communities 
and sometimes explode. When I was in grade nine, some friends 
let my mother and I stay alone in their cottage on Georgian Bay. 
One night she went to sleep with candles burning. I was in my 
usual spot, out on the rocky cliff watching the stars. I came back 
around midnight to burning curtains. We drove home in silence 
to our small village outside Toronto. My parents talked quietly in 
the kitchen about a trial separation – between me and my mother’s 
drinking. 

Dad was packing for Montreal to spend a few months writing 
a science fiction television series, so I went to live with a neigh-
bour. Sylvia’s old farmhouse was calm and I loved chatting with 
her while she made dinner. I admired her graceful hands as she 
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taught me to chop garlic. “Vigorous, be vigorous!” she said, stand-
ing back to coach as I pressed hard on the flattened knife.

Sylvia treated me like an adult. She had been a dancer in her 
youth and now helped young women get abortions by driving 
them across the American border. I thought this secret rescue 
operation was even more glamorous than ballet. Sylvia did some-
thing in the world about real problems. Not like the neurotic dramas 
at our house. Perhaps that was when I decided to become an activ-
ist and save the world.

“What goes on with your parents isn’t your fault,” she assured 
me. “You’ll be an adult soon, everything will be fine. You’ll be fine.” 
Her tanned face crinkled when she smiled. I think Sylvia really 
believed that growing up would offer me refuge. 

Now, in my forty-sixth year, my life has imploded. There are 
no visible wounds or outward signs, but I have lost my compass. I 
have lost faith in my own life and I don’t know why. I see little value 
in my work. I have no idea how to be a good daughter to my wid-
owed father. I am too busy to see my friends. Nobody can count 
on me, not even myself.

As exhaustion draws me deeper into the winter of 2001, I stop 
answering emails or returning calls. I don’t have it in me to be a 
responsible citizen. This is a crisis of identity, a challenge to my 
picture of myself. I have spent my life trying to save the planet. In 
my teens there was God, in my twenties, political activism. Now 
there is nothing. 

One Saturday morning, while huddled over coffee, I notice 
a headline on the pile of newspapers that have collected on my 
kitchen table. “The Day the Sky Exploded” announces scientists 
have discovered all there is to know about what happened when 
an atomic bomb fell on Hiroshima. It was almost sixty years ago; 
time to close the book and move on. One sentence in particular 
catches my eye: “All uncertainties must be ironed out.”1 I laugh. I 
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haven’t thought consciously about nuclear weapons for ages, but 
this pristine image of closure strikes me as so ridiculous, my own 
unravelling feels comforting by comparison. For a moment, I’m 
glad to be as confused as most people I know. Certainty makes me 
nervous; I’m not easily reassured. I’m the person who hears some-
thing like this and buys a plane ticket to Japan. 

I throw on jeans and a T-shirt and search the bathroom for 
some skin cream. My face in the mirror is strained, tight lines 
around my eyes daring me to pay attention. 

The phone rings. Shit.
I recognize the name on the call display and answer. I don’t 

know Peter van Wyck very well, but I like him. We’d met a year 
earlier when he applied for a position at my university, Queen’s, in 
Kingston. I’d listened to his calm and thoughtful presentation and 
was intrigued. With none of the bravado or name-dropping that 
often occurs, his scholarship was powerful poetry about nuclear 
threat and test site contamination. He got the job and we were 
drawn together by our common interest in stories of violence. We 
cooked up a course to co-teach, but he was subsequently head-
hunted for a more permanent position with Concordia University, 
and he and his wife moved to Montreal. I had no expectation that 
we would stay in touch. Why was Peter calling me on the weekend?

“I have a crazy idea for you,” he says. “Do you want to hear it?” 
“Sure.” What the hell. Little did I know that this would be the 

proverbial cliché, the phone call that changes one’s life. So much 
so that I can’t remember what it was not to know what Peter was 
about to tell me. Or not to know Peter.

His voice is a deep baritone. “Did you know that the uranium 
used to develop the atomic bombs dropped on Japan came from 
a uranium mine in northern Canada?” No, I didn’t. Nor did most 
people, I would later learn. Somehow this was left out of our 
public school curriculum. I glance again at the article on my 
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table, the name Hiroshima jumping out at me, and tell him to 
keep talking.

“The mine was shut down in the sixties,” he says, “but the site 
is still there, on the edge of Great Bear Lake, in the Northwest 
Territories. It’s about five hundred kilometres north of Edmonton, 
near a town called Déline. I have this idea that maybe we could 
take a trip.” 

The opening lines of a play I wrote flash through my head: 
“What would you do,” a teacher asks a student, “if I told you some-
thing you don’t want to know?” The student thinks. “I guess it 
depends what happens after you hear a bad story. Do I have to 
feel bad?” The teacher smiles. “Oh, you’ll feel bad when you hear 
about this!” I feel like hanging up the phone before Peter says any 
more. What horrors is he about to reveal? What is the connection 
between uranium on a lake in northern Canada and Hiroshima? 

Peter has called me because for most of my life I have worked 
with survivors of trauma. I’ve written and made plays about it. 
What he doesn’t know is I don’t want to do this anymore. 

In my work with survivors of violence – refugees, victims of as-
sault, marginalized youth – they tell me their experiences and we 
create a play. I become their witness. Meeting people under these 
circumstances is never dull and helping them stage their experi-
ences is rewarding, even pleasurable. What isn’t fun is listening 
to accounts of abuse, aggression and cruelty. Perhaps this was the 
source of my exhaustion. What kind of person pursues trauma like 
a thrill-seeker chasing storms and then agonizes over not being 
able to help? I once told my therapist I couldn’t do anything for a 
friend going through cancer. “All I can do is listen.” My therapist 
shook his head. “You think listening is a small thing?” 

I’ve never believed that listening was enough. What do I do 
with what I hear? I didn’t grow up with organized religion, but 
my father would tell stories about how his Icelandic grandfather 
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in Winnipeg carried food to other new immigrants. They lived in 
tents by the Red River at forty degrees below zero. The city had 
organizations in place that the old Icelander could have worked 
with, but that wasn’t my great-grandfather’s way. You didn’t trust 
charities or groups to do your job for you. You paid attention and 
rolled up your sleeves. 

On the day that Peter called, I had decided I needed a break 
from anything to do with trauma. I’d sent out a kind of force field 
announcement to the universe: “Enough is enough!” Of course 
when you do that kind of thing the opposite tends to happen. But I 
had a legitimate reason. I was following professional advice. 

My acupuncturist’s office is a corner suite at the end of a luxurious 
hallway of old oak and refurbished copper. One week before Peter’s 
call, I was face down on a table beside a large window. Outside, 
geese splashed in a river overflowing from the previous night’s 
rain. My acupuncturist is German. She is competent and kind, and 
her white coat sparkled in the sunshine. I winced as each needle 
entered my aching back. “You are exhausted,” she said. 

I told her that I had come back from Germany a month earlier. 
“I’ve been tired and listless ever since.” 

“You haven’t fully returned,” she murmured. “Your physical 
body is here but not your ethereal body. Part of you is still over 
there, the part that isn’t yet finished with the journey. What were 
you doing in Europe?”

I sighed into her lavender pillow. This sounded new age to me, 
but to say I was not “all there” felt accurate. “I work as a playwright 
with people who’ve survived trauma. I help them tell their stories. 
I’ve been visiting memorials and museums about the Holocaust.”

There was a pause as strips of paper were efficiently ripped 
from needles. She plunged them into the bottom of my spine. 
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“This treatment will make you feel better. Help you return. But it 
is not enough.”

Geese honked frantically. She strode to the window and 
slammed it shut. “Next time, you must study something else.” I felt 
a gentle hand on the back of my neck. “Next time, why don’t you 
research paradise?”

A week later, standing in my kitchen with the phone in my hand, I 
don’t want to hear any more. I’m pretty sure that if Peter says one 
more thing I’m going to be stuck with this story. It’s clear to me 
that knowing just a bit about something leading from a relatively 
obscure corner of Canadian history to the dropping of the atomic 
bomb will not be good enough. If I keep listening, this phone call 
will become the beginning of a very long trip. We will attempt to 
follow a path of stories, rethink the meaning of directions and 
instructions, walk forward and stumble back. We will leave a lot 
behind and get very, very lost. I consider hanging up. But, inevi-
tably, I stay on the line and he tells me that when the Dene found 
out about the connection between their land and the bomb, ten of 
them got on a plane and went to Japan to offer the hibakusha – the 
survivors – an apology.

“Will you come with me?” Peter shouts as the connection 
breaks. “Shall we take a trip along this highway of the atom and 
see what happens?” 

“Sure thing,” I mumble, though the truth is I’m horrified. It 
doesn’t seem like the kind of hike someone should take alone.

Two months later, Peter and I are in his Montreal office writing a 
grant proposal to the Canadian government. We want to follow the 
path of Canadian uranium and its stories, and write about what 
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it means to bear witness to a route, an historical account and an 
archive. Our biggest question is about the apology: What kind of 
responsibility are they taking, these Dene from northern Canada, 
who surely are victims in this situation and not perpetrators? 

As I draft my pages I am conflicted. How did my acupunctur-
ist put it? Next time, why don’t you research paradise? Shouldn’t I 
be finding hopeful stories to write about, not flying to a uranium 
mine, and to a community that has lost many of its elders to cancer?

I state reasons why I must do this project: I can be a witness; 
I can write about it; I have a track record as a scholar and play-
wright. I’ve become too good at generating ideas – they rush out 
in a torrent of explanation. Do I really want to immerse myself in 
another disaster? Like an addict I type furiously – arguments, 
rationales, possibilities. I print the pages and admire their tidy 
lines, the smell of fresh ink. 

I pore over scholarship and writing that inspires me, framing 
my part of the research proposal in terms of what it means to bear 
witness to historical memory. I find a spiral notebook from graduate 
school and read a passage I have written and underlined heavily. 
It comes from an ethics class taken with my supervisor, Roger I. 
Simon: “In Jewish tradition, there is the path (haggadah) and the 
law (halakhah). Halakhah is from the root halakh: to walk, to go. It 
is about what is binding, commanded, permitted, forbidden. The 
haggadah is from the root higgid: to say, tell, narrate. It is about 
stories, legends and witticism. The path is not something followed; 
it is something transmitted, passed on, listened for. It is dangerous 
when the requirement to pass on is forgotten. Or lost.” 

I am not Jewish but this tradition captures something im-
portant. What path am I meant to follow, and how can I know I 
am making the right decision? In the classical world one sought 
help from a high priest, the augur, who interpreted the signs, the 
movement of the stars and the paths of birds. When we lose our 
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bearings, our ability to read the signs of our lives, how do we find 
our way back to our path, our lines of flight?

Suddenly I have a gut sense that this trip might be just what 
the doctor ordered. For once the destination is my own country, 
but it’s more than that. I have been obsessed with nuclear war and 
atomic bombs all my life; maybe it’s time I ask why. I decide to 
write my way through my own haunting. I won’t only travel the 
path of Canada’s connection to the atomic bomb. If I’m lucky, I’ll 
unravel my own. 
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